The Modern Collectible

by Orest Lazarowich

A DETAILED TECHNICAL COLUMN INTENDED TO TARGET MANY MAKES AND MODELS OF POST-WAR CARS AND PICK-UP TRUCKS

The Recirculating Ball and Nut Steering Gear

General Motors pioneered this design and the first application was for the 1940 Cadillac model 72. By the mid-'50s every General Motors vehicle car and truck, whether manual or power steering equipped, came with the patented Saginaw recirculating ball and nut steering gear. This type of steering gear is very low in friction and provides adequate mechanical advantage for the vehicle. Most of these vehicles are still difficult to steer because they are large and heavy. A large diameter steering wheel was used for manual steering but when the power steering was optioned a 14-15 inch steering wheel was used to reduce input sensitivity. A smaller steering wheel diameter also provided more interior room and a comfortable driving position. During the '50s, '60s, '70s and through the early '80s many other vehicle manufacturers adopted the design and it is commonly called the recirculating ball nut type steering gear.

Recirculating Ball Nut Type Steering Gear

In this type of steering gear, the end of the worm shaft is machined with a continuous helical groove. Precision finished helical grooves inside the ball nut match the helical grooves on the wormshaft which are filled with ball bearings. These ball bearings move the ball nut assembly up or down the wormshaft when the steering wheel is turned. There are two complete ball bearing circuits within the ball nut. To keep the ball bearings from running out of the end of either circuit, the ball nut has two tubular ball guides which allow the ball bearings to constantly re-circulate, distributing wear evenly among them. The ball bearings circulate in one direction for a right hand turn and in the other direction for a left hand turn. The outside of the
ball nut has gear teeth cut into it which engage with the Pitman shaft to move the Pitman arm. The Pitman arm in turn transmits the desired directional movement to the front wheels through the steering linkage. In vehicles with the collapsible style steering column the worm shaft is shortened and protrudes out of the steering box as a stub shaft. This stub shaft is connected by a coupler (rag joint) to another shaft that the steering wheel is mounted on. The rag joint helps to eliminates road vibration and steering pump noise to the steering wheel.

Steering Linkage

One type of steering linkage for a recirculating ball-type steering gear consists of a steering gear Pitman arm, a relay rod (center link), two adjustable tie rods and an idler arm. The Pitman arm is splined on the steering gear sector shaft. When the steering wheel turns the sector shaft the Pitman arm swings in an arc. The swinging end of the Pitman arm is connected to the relay rod through an adjustable ball and socket joint. The relay rod is connected to an idler arm fastened to the frame opposite the steering gear. The center link which is connected to the tie rods transfers the swinging motion to a back-and-forth motion of the steering arms. The steering arms are connected to the steering knuckles which control the front wheels.

Steering Gear Maintenance

There has to be some free play in the steering wheel, and as general rule one to two inches of free play is okay when the steering column is unlocked. If you can move the steering wheel more than an inch or two when the vehicle is standing still and the front wheels do not move, there is too much free play in the steering wheel. This can be caused by wear in the steering linkage and/or the steering gear. Raise the front of the vehicle, and place the safety stands under the frame and behind the front tires. Chock both rear wheels, and leave the vehicle in gear or Park. Check that the steering gear housing bolts are tight to the frame. Move each of the front wheels by grasping the sides of the tire and moving it back and forth with a rocking motion. There should not be any excessive movement, but if there is, check the tie rod ends and the ball joints. To check for wheel bearing wear grasp each wheel at the top and bottom and try to rock it. There should be minimal movement. Excessive play may indicate the wheel bearing is worn or needs adjustment or replacement.

Shock Absorbers

The shock absorbers and the coil springs help to keep the wheels of the vehicle on the roadway when the vehicle is in motion. When the wheels start to bounce excessively the tires are not in complete contact with the roadway and the result is the feeling of too much play in the steering wheel. Visually inspect the front and rear shock absorbers for leakage. A small amount of weeping is normal but if the shock absorber is
covered with oil the shock absorber is defective and must be replaced. Coil springs do lose their strength over time, and a drop in ride height is one of the first signs of this loss. Visually inspect the coils for signs of cracks and shiny surfaces between the coils which indicate the spring is weak and the coils are bottoming. Weak shock absorbers and coil springs can cause the front tires to develop a wear pattern called ‘feathering.’ This is a condition where the edge of each tread rib develops a slightly rounded edge on one side and a sharp edge on the other. To check for this problem keep firm pressure on your hand and slide it flat on the tire tread. In one direction the tire will feel smooth and in the other there will be a sharp edge to the tread. This tire wear can also be caused by alignment problems. Changing coils springs can be a dangerous procedure. Follow the service manual instructions and observe all safety precautions.

**Tie Rod Ends**

Tie rod ends are used to connect the tie rods to the center link and the steering arms. A tie rod end is a ball located in a socket. The ball is attached to a tapered stud. A spring or plastic spacer holds the ball in position in the socket. The tapered stud fits into a taper in a steering arm and is held in position by threaded nut and cotter pin. The ball and socket allow for up and down movement between the tie rod and the steering arm and also allow back and forth movement when the steering wheel is turned. Grease is held between the ball and socket with a grease seal. Adjustment of the tie rod length is provided in threaded sleeves that are locked by clamps.

You may find it easier to replace worn outer tie rod ends by removing the front wheels and having more working room. Remove the cotter key from the tie rod nut, and then remove the nut. Use a pickle fork to remove the tie rod end from the steering knuckle. Loosen the clamp, and count the number of turns it takes to remove the tie rod end from the tie rod. Purchase the proper tie rod end. Screw the new tie rod end into the tie rod the required number of turns. Insert the tie rod into the steering knuckle and tighten the nut securely. Fit in the cotter pin. Do not loosen the nut to align the cotter key, tighten the nut a bit more. Tighten the tie rod clamp. Install the wheel(s),

**Ball Joints**

Ball joints connect the steering knuckles to the upper and lower control arms and the steering linkage turns the steering knuckles. On the Short-Long Arm (SLA) suspensions where the spring seats on the lower control arm the lower ball joint carries the load and is most likely to be worn and need replacing. The upper ball joint does not carry any weight. On SLA suspensions where the coil spring is over the upper control arm, the upper ball joints are loaded and the lower ones are unloaded. The ball joints in most vehicles are sealed and do not require lubrication. Ball joints on older passenger cars and light trucks do have grease fittings and require periodic lubrication. Some ball joints have wear indicators and one style has a raised shoulder at the base of the grease fitting that protrudes about
0.050 inch out from the base of the ball joint. As the ball joint wears, the raised shoulder moves into the ball joint. When the shoulder is flush with the joint the ball joint should be replaced. Another type uses the grease fitting as a wear indicator. When the grease gun will not couple to the grease fitting, the ball joint needs to be replaced.

If the ball joint does not have a wear indicator, the ball joint can be checked for wear by relieving the tension on the lower ball joint. Raise the wheel off the ground, and support the lower control arm near the ball joint. Check the lower ball joint for vertical movement by prying the tire up and down with a bar. To check for lateral movement rock the wheel in and out. Any looseness in the upper ball joint indicates ball joint replacement. Load carrying lower ball joints with wear indicators must be checked with the weight of the vehicle on the wheels. If the wear indicator is still protruding from the surface of the ball joint housing, the ball joint is considered good. If the ball joints are worn, check the control arm bushings for wear because they are important to the stability of the suspension system. Replace the control arm bushings as necessary.

Ball joints may last 100,000 miles or more, if they are properly maintained. If the ball joint is worn, it should be replaced. To save the expense of having to replace the unworn ball joint at a later time, replace both ball joints upper and lower at the same time. Some ball joints are pressed into the control arms and you need special tools to remove them. You can rent the tools or remove the control arm, and use a hydraulic press to disassemble and reassemble the ball joints. Some ball joints are attached to the control arm by rivets. These must be chiseled or drilled out to replace the ball joint. The new ball joint kit comes with nuts and bolts to secure the new ball joint to the control arm. Some ball joints are permanently attached to the control arm, and the control arm assembly must be replaced, if the ball joint is worn out.

Before you make any adjustments to the steering gear to correct loose or hard steering make the above checks and correct the problems. All steering linkage parts are manufactured from malleable materials and will bend, distort, or deflect rather than fracture under extreme shock loads. This toughness and malleability are necessary to avoid the complete loss of control that would occur if any part of a steering linkage were to break. Steering linkage parts must never be heated during a repair because this could cause them to lose their malleability and fracture when under stress.

Standard Steering Gear Adjustments on Vehicle

Raise the hood, and cover the front left fender with a fender cover. Move your belt buckle to the side of your waist. Check for signs of lubricant leakage at the Pitman shaft. The early styles of this steering gear use two bushings to support the Pitman shaft and a seal at the Pitman arm end to contain lubricant leaks. There are only two adjustments on this steering gear. The worm shaft bearing load and the gear mesh load. Disconnect the steering relay rod from the Pitman arm by removing the cotter pin from end of relay rod, then removing the end plug, spring, spring plug and ball seat. Separate the relay rod from the Pitman arm. Get a good hold of the Pitman arm, and try to move it up and down/side to side. There will be very little movement, but if there is lubricant leakage past the bottom bushing and seal, the Pitman shaft and the bushings are starting to wear. Remove the lubricant pipe plug, and check lubricant level. It should be up to the bottom of the opening. Add SAE 80-90W multipurpose gear oil, if necessary. The worm shaft sets in two caged ball bearings and acts as the inner races of these bearings. On one style of steering gear the top bearing is mounted in the steering gear housing and is stationary. The bottom bearing is located in an adjustment nut and is therefore adjustable. Turning the adjustment nut in brings the two bearings closer together and clamps the worm section of the input shaft between them. The adjustment here must be enough to eliminate any endplay but must not bind the bearings and cause them to wear excessively.

Loosen the Pitman shaft lash adjuster screw lock nut, and turn the adjuster screw a few turns in a counterclockwise direction. This removes the load imposed on the worm bearings.
by the close meshing of rack and sector teeth. Turn the steering wheel gently in one direction until stopped by the gear, and then back away about one turn. Use a fishing scale to measure the pull at the rim of the steering wheel. Keep the scale at right angles to the wheel spoke to measure the pull. On some types of recirculating steering the reading on the scale should be between 3/8 and 5/8 pounds. Check manufacturer's recommended procedures and specifications for your vehicle. If the pull to move the wheel does not lie between the limits given limits, adjustment of the worm shaft bearings is necessary.

Adjusting Worm Shaft Bearings

Loosen the worm bearing adjuster lock nut. Turn the worm bearing adjuster cap which is threaded into the housing clockwise until there is no end play at the steering wheel. Check the pull at the wheel rim, readjusting if necessary to obtain the proper pull. You want the least amount of resistance to steering wheel movement. Tighten the lock nut, and recheck the pull. Be sure the worm bearing adjuster cap does not turn while tightening the locknut. Turn the steering wheel slowly to either stop. If the steering wheel movement is "rough" after adjusting the worm shaft bearings, there is probably damage in the bearings. The steering gear must be removed for dis-assembly and inspection.

Adjusting Pitman Shaft Lash Adjuster Screw

The teeth of the ball nut and the teeth of the sector shaft mesh together. The space between the two center teeth on the ball nut is machined slightly smaller than the other spaces and contacts the center tooth of the sector shaft more tightly. This design causes the mesh of the teeth to tighten at the center of travel, which is where the steering gear is when driving straight down the road and helps to eliminate any tendency to wander. Too little mesh and the vehicle will wander when traveling in a straight line. Too much mesh and the vehicle will bind, causing wear and in some cases breakage of gear teeth.

First, turn the steering wheel gently from one stop all the way to the other, counting the total number of turns. Now, turn the steering wheel back exactly half way, to center position. Turn the Pitman shaft lash adjuster screw clockwise to take out all lash in the gear teeth and tighten the lock nut. Turn the steering wheel off center position. Check the pull at the steering wheel rim as the steering wheel is turned through center position. This should be between 7/8 and 1 1/2 pound and then go back to between 3/8 and 5/8 pounds. Readjust to obtain proper pull. Follow the service manual procedures and connect the Pitman arm to the relay rod. Make sure the inner ball seat is in place in the relay rod. Place the seal and cover plate on the Pitman arm ball, and fit the Pitman arm in place in the relay rod. Install the outer ball seat, spring and end plug. Screw the end plugs in until the springs compress and the plug bottoms. Back off the end plug 3/4 turn plus the amount necessary to insert the cotter pin. Insert the cotter pin. Mount the wheels and tires if they were removed. Check tire air pressure. Road test the vehicle.

Removing the Steering Box

If the front suspension does not have excessive free play but the steering wheel has, and if it binds when it is turned end to end, remove the steering box for inspection. A rebuild kit containing new bearings and bushings is available, but if the wormshaft, ball nut or Pitman shaft are pitted or severely worn, it might be wiser to exchange the gear box for a rebuilt one. Power wash the steering box and Pitman arm area. Bring the vehicle into your work area. Refer to the service manual steering gear section to determine whether the mast jacket and steering gear can be removed from the top through the floor boards or from below the vehicle. If this vehicle has a two piece wormshaft connected by a coupler (rag joint), the mast jacket and steering wheel do not have to be removed.

Two Piece Wormshaft

Cover the left front fender with a fender cover, and disconnect the rag joint. Raise the front of the vehicle, and set it on safety stands. Remove the left front wheel. Remove the Pitman arm nut. Mark the position of the Pitman arm to the Pitman...
shaft with a center punch. Use a puller to remove the Pitman arm. Remove the bolts that hold the steering box to the frame. Remove the steering box, and remove the rag joint coupler from the end of the wormshaft. Clean the outside of the steering box, if it wasn’t power washed.

**One Piece Wormshaft**

If the steering gear is removed from the bottom; the front of the vehicle has to be raised, and this is easier done on a hoist. Refer to the service manual for specific procedures. The following is a general procedure to follow when removing a standard steering gear from the top.

Disconnect the battery. Remove the horn ring or button. Remove the horn mechanism (if any). Disconnect the turn signal wire connector. Remove the steering wheel nut and washer. Mark the position of the steering wheel to the wormshaft. Remove the steering wheel using a puller. Remove the dust shield and the floor opening panel at the bottom of the mast jacket.

Open the hood and cover the left front fender with a fender cover. If the vehicle is manual shift, disconnect the gear shift rods at the bottom of the mast jacket. Remove the mast jacket clamp from the steering housing. If the vehicle has an automatic transmission, disconnect the gear indicator from the dash dial. Disconnect the neutral safety switch. Raise the front of the vehicle on safety stands. Remove the left front wheel. Remove the Pitman arm nut. Use a puller and remove the Pitman arm from the Pitman shaft. Remove the bolts that hold the steering gear to the frame. Remove the bracket that holds the mast jacket to the dash. If you can see anything else that prevents you from tilting the mast jacket downwards, move it out of the way. From inside the vehicle, start to pull the mast jacket off the wormshaft. Bring the shift arms through the firewall opening, and remove the mast jacket. Remove the steering gear. Work carefully, and do not tear the headliner fabric with the end of the wormshaft. Power wash the steering gear, if you have not done so previously.

Next Month:
Rebuilding the Reciprocating Ball Nut Steering Gear

Be Skeptical!

I’ve repeatedly warned of accepting everything that you might read on the internet as gospel. Almost any fool with a computer can post almost anything and have it repeated by another person as the ultimate truth. Well, it just ain’t so. Not always.

I have mentioned before that one of my cars is a 1930 air-cooled Franklin. Essentially it is an airplane engine with the cylinders in line rather than the radial configuration used in most planes. But it is air-cooled. The only water is the chilled bottle sitting next to the driver to keep him hydrated.

Scanning eBay recently for something that might fit my car I came across this ad and this illustration:

Tefba Inline Radiator Coolant Filter Ford Zephyr, Zodiac, Frazer-Nash, Geo (Fits: 1930 Franklin)

Compatibility:
This part is compatible with 2 vehicle(s) matching 1930 Franklin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Trim</th>
<th>Engine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Franklin</td>
<td>Model 145</td>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Franklin</td>
<td>Model 147</td>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just because it is on the internet doesn’t make it so! Be Careful.
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